No.AIRBSNLEWA/CHQ/GS AIBDPA/2019

Dated: 06th Dec. 2019

To:
Shri Jayaraj ji,
GS AIBDPA
Sub: Pension Revision of BSNL Absorbed BSNL Retirees - reg
Dear Comrade,
It is w.r.t your communication dated 29.11.2019 wherein you have informed the decision
of your CEC to launch agitation programme to exert pressure on the govt. for achieving
pension revision for which you are seeking cooperation of important pensioners
orgnaisations to make it a joint struggle. You have also intimated that your CEC has also
decided to take legal action on the same issue.
In this connection we would like to know the approach / decision / methodology of your
associations for the settlement of pension revision of BSNL absorbed pensioners. Whether
it is on the basis of 3rd PRC recommendations or on 7th CPC recommendations. For legal
action what are the legal points your CEC has thought beneficial in favour of IDA pension
revision? As you know DoT has linked the pension revision with pay revision of BSNL
employees and not ready to delink it and at this juncture pay revision in BSNL seems to be
a difficult proposition. Earlier IDA pension revision OM dated 15.03.2011 vide which earlier
IDA pension revision took place was a combination of recommendations of 2nd PRC and
6th CPC which was linked with pay revision of BSNL employees. Now DoT has to take up
the matter with cabinet for delinking of pension revision from pay revision of BSNL
employees. For this purpose a concrete strategy has to be formulated for taking all the
pensioners Associations together with a conman demand so that DoT don't play a politics
on this issue.
Kindly elaborate stand of your association in this regard and thereafter decide a joint
struggle taking all the pensioners associations together with common demand.
With best wishes,

Comradely yours
(Prahald Rai)
General Secretary

